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An hour of music

Will download to your Steam Game directory in both MP3 and ALAC formats

Brendan's note: "The Rodina soundtrack exceeded my every expectation. John Robert is a genius, but a humble one - a genius
who takes your concepts and brings them to life in a way you could never have imagined. Rodina came alive because of his

talent. I don't care who you are - you're a fool if you don't engage with this music."

To Access the Soundtrack

Rodina's soundtrack is delivered as DLC to the main game. This means that you will need to navigate to your Rodina install
folder in order to access your files.

1. After buying the soundtrack, go to your Steam Library
2. Right click on "Rodina" and choose Properties

3. Go to the DLC tab and ensure that the soundtrack is installed
4. Now, go to the LOCAL FILES tab and choose BROWSE LOCAL FILES

5. You should now see a window with your Rodina install files. Look in the "Soundtrack" directory! Feel free to copy files out
of this directory.

6. If desired, go back to the DLC tab and uncheck the soundtrack to delete the files from the Rodina directory.
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Title: Rodina Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Elliptic Games, John Robert Matz
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2014
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Fantastic cinematic soundtrack. Just buy it. :D. Wanted to buy this to support the dev, forgot I already bought it. Soundtrack
itself somehow makes me feel my own intestines. I don't know how else to describe that. 10\/10 for also putting me hard into
the Feelzone\u2122
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